COUNTER INSURGENCY: Counter-insurgency theorists since the end of the Second World War can be categorized as Imperial pacifiers, doctrinaire repli­cators, doctrine less conserva­tives or Cold War liberals. The dilem­ma implicit in the replication of the methods of the Commu­nist adversary in an insurgency situation (which the author argues has been the predominant feature of the campaign against the Vietcong) is that it militates against the very ob­jective of the counter-insurgency operation - the preservation of a free society.

Approaches to Counter-Insurgency Thinking since 1947
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"...the classic British view has paralleled the belief that schoolboys will always misbehave if not controlled by the schoolmaster... The problem of counter insurgency is merely that of strengthening social sanctions and developing the superego, which is likely to be particularly weak among less civilized and less technologically advanced peoples.” (1)

"It is time for the army to cease being the grande muette. The time has come for the Free World, unless it wishes to die a violent death, to apply certain of its adversary’s methods.” (2)

"They have rejected the ideological historicism of their enemy, but they have not yet developed a systematic understanding of their own concerning the forces of history. It is not surprising, therefore, that CIA should have attracted to its ranks of expert interventionists especially the technician of power and the energetic but doctrineless conservative.” (3)

"Communism is best understood as a disease of the transition to moderniza­tion. What is our reply to this historical conception and strategy?” (4)

THE promulgation of the Truman Doctrine in March 1947, which is widely held to have officially announced the beginning of the Cold War, was in part specifically re­lated to the Greek insurgency. This insurgency was seen by President Truman as having regional and strategic significance. As he put it in his Memoirs: “It all seemed to add up to a planned move on the part of the Russians to get at least northern Iran under their control. Together with the threat of a Communist coup in Greece, this began to look like a giant pincers movement against the oil-rich areas of the Near East and the warm-water ports of the Mediterranean.” (5)

There was thus built into American concern about Communist insurgency, at the very beginning, an international, if not necessarily global, concept of struggle. The rhetoric of the Truman Doctrine did indeed include the offer of help anywhere to governments faced “by such methods as coercion, or by such subterfuge as
political infiltration" but as a strategic doctrine it appears to have been concerned with what was described as the "entire Middle East."(6) Moreover, the terms "coercion" and "political infiltration" clearly related to events in Eastern Europe and to what was accepted at the time as definite evidence of infiltration of guerrillas, arms, and supplies into Greece from Yugoslavia, Albania, and Bulgaria.(7)

To the revisionist historian, David Horowitz, "...the Truman Doctrine of 1947 was...promulgated to deal with an issue that had deeper and more globally situated roots than the terms of the post war peace settlement in Europe, or the power conflict between the United States and the Soviet Union. For the Truman Doctrine was promulgated to deal with social revolution in Greece, and Washington's open-ended commitment to suppress revolutions, which was expressed in the Doctrine, was obviously made also with an eye to the billions of dollars that the United States was then pouring into China in an unsuccessful effort to halt the advance of Communist revolution there."(8)

The writer believes that this view is deeply misconceived for a number of reasons that cannot be explored here: the state of American domestic politics; the U.S. stances actually taken towards the Greek and Chinese situations(9); the preoccupation with what was believed to be a politically aggressive Moscow policy; and American attitudes to de-colonization, not least in regard to the French return to Indo-China which in March 1947 had the support of the Communist Vice-Premier of France.(10)

However, the stress laid upon outside agency in the Greek Communist insurgency, and the fact that the crushing of the insurgency did coincide with a drying up of infiltration and outside aid, was undoubtedly important in the formulation of a global counter-insurgent doctrine in later years that laid excessive emphasis upon this facet of revolutionary warfare.(11) There was also noticed at the time, though probably less carefully, that the insurgency was Communist-led but composed of a "front" formed from people and groups of various political hues who were initially mobilized simply to fight foreign occupying forces. (12)

President Truman himself adumbrated the view that economic distress and administrative weaknesses were not only of signal importance in insurgency situations but required the presence of American advisers, civilian and military, if they were to be removed. Such advisers were not to be impeded in any way; nor were their efforts to be publicized by the governments in question and a guarantee of freedom for the American Press to play its role was written into the Agreement of Aid to Greece of 20 June 1947. Thus from the beginning of American counter-insurgent practice the prestige of the American Administration was laid on the line, and the Press was awarded a special role in this regard.

Finally, President Truman, in arguing that the Greek Government being supported "represents 85 per cent of the members of the Greek Parliament who were chosen in an election..."(which) Foreign observers, including 692 Americans, considered...to be a fair expression of the views of the Greek people", began a process of linking counter-insurgent support with the holding of elections in conditions that inevitably gave rise to a questioning of the fairness of the electoral process.

* * * *

However, this did not amount to a counter-insurgent doctrine and the development of such a doctrine was of slow growth for a number of reasons. First, there was the fact of the Korean War being fought for the most part in a conventional, "limited", and not counter-insurgent fashion. Secondly, there was the emphasis laid upon a direct military threat in Europe. Thirdly, there was the overwhelming concern of American conflict experts with nuclear warfare problems. Fourthly, though SEATO, alone amongst American alliances, referred to the prevention or countering of "subversive activities directed from without against...territorial integrity and political stability" in Article II, this was for some time rendered seemingly pointless by the coincidental promulgation of the "massive retaliation" doctrine. Fifthly, though not always adequately noticed, it was not until 1958 that Americans "finally" lost their "conviction of their own military omnipotence"(13), which at first naturally resulted in yet more thought about the weapons systems. Sixthly, though the 1950s saw an often febrile debate about why the U.S.A. had "lost"
China to Communist revolutionary warfare, the debate was couched in oddly domestic terms. It was not, finally, until the time of President Kennedy, who was deeply influenced by certain advisers, aware of the futility of massive retaliation, wishing to take up a special stance, and confronted by what he saw as a (Khrushchevian) doctrine of “Liberation Warfare”, that counter-insurgent doctrine became a centrally important, globally orientated matter of State in U.S.A.

The peculiar circumstances of that time will be discussed below. But it is necessary, in this writer’s view, to notice that in 1947 there was established the CIA, staffed by men Manfred Halpern has described as being for the most part “hard-working, intelligent, imaginative and courageous far above the average of men”, even if doctrinelessly conservative. It seems fairly clear that this organization has been very important indeed not only in developing concepts of clandestine operations but also in much more generalized ways. As to the former, it was the first chief, Allen Dulles, who pointed out that whereas the Truman Doctrine had offered aid to governments believing their “free institutions and national integrity” were threatened by “Communist subversion”, if such governments should ask for aid, it was also necessary to pre-empt clandestinely a Communist subversive takeover bid whether the government asked for such activity or not.(14)

This was done successfully in Iran and Guatemala.(15) Presumably with the permission of the Philippines Government, a CIA team assisted in the putting down of the Huk insurgency, and it was later moved to South Vietnam as part of the Saigon Military Mission on 1 June 1954.(16) But this meshing with the US military on that level was only one of the relevant activities of the CIA, which according to Dulles, had been given by the National Security Act of 1947 “a more influential position in our government than Intelligence enjoys in any other government of the world.”(17)

The CIA, which under President Kennedy took a major part in fashioning a general counter insurgent stance,(18) gradually developed a body of counter-insurgent theory that is highly unlikely to have been developed by the U.S. armed forces. Its clandestine activities began a process of estranging the Press from the Administration,(19) which in turn led to the alleged kind of Administration deviousness widely believed to have been exposed by the Pentagon Papers in regard to involvement in Vietnam. Its organization was globally orientated in an intimate and open-ended manner — “They know they are engaged in a cold war without foreseeable end”, as Halpern put it — foreign to the armed services; and this resulted in the building up, through the media, of a world-picture highly favourable to the enlargement of what came to be called, on occasion, “counter-insurgent doctrine.”

This is not to draw a picture of departmental empire-building without reference to foreign realities. From 1949 onwards Peking propaganda, later taken up by Khrushchev, doubtless because of Sino-Russian rivalry, emphasized ad nauseam the central role of revolutionary insurgency throughout the Third World. The Calcutta Conference of Communist Parties early in 1948 and the Peking Trade Union Conference of November 1949 appeared to many at the time as proof of a concerted Communist attack on the non-Communist world, much of it by way of revolutionary insurgency.(20)

A widespread view was expressed in the British Labour Party’s Problems of Foreign Policy published in 1952:

The Soviet Union seemed to see the chaos caused by the war not as a challenge to co-operation but as an invitation to expansion. In defence (sic) of wartime agreements it imposed Stalinist regimes... It used starvation as a weapon of expansion against the people of Berlin and sought to do so throughout Western Europe by urging its Communist fifth columns to sabotage production. It supported armed revolt against the legal governments of friendly countries — sometimes reactionary governments like those of Greece and Indo-China, sometimes progressive Socialist governments like those of Burma and Indonesia. It supported aggression by one State against another in Korea.(21)

But it was chiefly out of the Indo-Chinese experience that there arose the first Western attempt systematically to analyse revolutionary warfare and on the basis of that analysis to fashion a doctrine for the countering of that kind of warfare. Though this school of French theorists was doubtless psychologically “motivated” by the Indo-Chinese defeat, and in
some cases by humiliations felt in captivity—and motivated also perhaps by a desire to assert a superior politico-military understanding against the dominant American school of thermo-nuclear warfare strategists—(22) it did set about formulating the doctrine in a rigorous, if somewhat narrowly conceived, manner (i.e. narrowly conceived as to the investigation of such matters as “nationalism” in Algeria, very widely conceived in strategic terms).

The kind of warfare to which an answer was being sought was defined thus by Colonel Roger Trinquier: “Warfare is now an interlocking system of actions—political, economic, psychological, military—that aims at the overthrow of the established authority in a country and its replacement by another régime. To achieve this end, the aggressor tries to exploit the internal tensions of the country attacked—ideological, social, religious, economic—an any conflict liable to have a profound influence on the population to be conquered. Moreover, in view of the present-day inter-dependence of nations, any residual grievances within a population, no matter how localized and lacking in scope, will surely be brought by determined adversaries into the framework of the great world conflict.”(23)

Though there were certain individual differences of emphasis, these theorists of modern warfare, as Trinquier called it, were generally disposed to see the problem primarily in terms of psychological manipulation,(24) authoritarian organizational skills, and international conspiracy. The doctrine was both clinical in its approach to what was seen as a pathological condition and fervidly Eurocentric in its attitudes towards the demonic and barbaric elements it perceived in revolutionary insurgent leadership.

To defend certain ill-defined values of the West, the French school sought in effect to replicate the methods, on various planes of organized activity, of the enemy who had defeated the French army in Indo-China. It is scarcely too fanciful to suggest that the military who believed in this doctrine saw the re-indoctrinated officers and n.c.o’s of the French Army in Algeria as the Party and cadres of a new movement designed to protect the “traditional values of the Occident against a neo-Islam erupting out of the Orient”.(25)

And yet part of the exercise was also to refurbish the moral stance and national stature of the French Army itself. As General Navarre, who was not of this company, put it in regard to Indo-China, “If, finally, there was a lack of enthusiasm, it was because France had never known how to tell her soldiers what they were being asked to die for”.(26) In future the Army itself had to be the medium of the message it alone had received from the struggle in Vietnam. There, “the Viet Minh Army was dynamic because it was young...enduring because it was recruited from among the peasant masses and lived in materially extremely tough conditions. It was fanatical because of its political education, which both preceded and accompanied the military instruction, inculcating a solid ideological faith and a fierce hatred of its adversary. It lived amongst the people; it was supported by them; but at the same time it compelled their full participation in the war”.(27)

Coolly accepting that “In modern warfare, as in the traditional wars of the past, it is absolutely necessary to make use of all the weapons the enemy employs”, the French school of theorists, who were very much a minority in the French Army, set about destroying the “armed clandestine organization”. This organization was nationalist not Communist, though employing many of the organizational and tactical modes of Communist revolutionary warfare, by way of a pyramidal-structured mobilizing of the people — building from the base up, à la the Communist—while harassing the anyway badly co-ordinated armed bands and using what were called “special methods” to crack the terrorist underground.

Regroupment of the population and what is now known widely as “civic action” was also an essential part of the campaign, it being fully realized that control, physical and psychological, over the masses was in part achieved through the exploitation of social “contradictions”. Though some of the theorists believed that terrorism was the most effective manner of securing popular support, something that was regarded as seldom being of a spontaneous nature,(28) they drew upon the imperial tradition of pacification in regard to constructive measures — as did the British in Malaya and the Americans in the US Marine Tactical Area of Responsibility in the Second Indo-China War.
On the level of control, the French pacification was undoubtedly impressive, but this was achieved only at very great cost. The peculiarities of what was in some ways France’s Ulster make it difficult to generalize from this struggle in terms of counter-insurgent theory. However, certain points stand out very clearly. First, however temporarily efficacious counter-revolutionary strategy and tactics may have been, they were throughout at the mercy of the French State, that despised pays legal, which towards the end of the Algerian struggle was taken over by a former soldier who showed that in withdrawing from Algeria he represented a post-colonial France. For the revolutionary warfare theorists to have been permanently successful they would have had politically to encadre and indoctrinate the conscripts and radically alter the character of the government of France.

Secondly, and much more importantly for counter-insurgent thought in general, was the fact that the struggle waged by the doctrinaires not only showed that France itself would have had to become monolithic, and be “reinforced eventually by an equally monolithic West” if the struggle were endlessly to be protracted in North African and colonial terms; it also showed that an attempt to replicate the enemy’s political-military strategy, albeit imperfectly in point of ideology, engendered a cast of mind and a mode of behaviour subversive of Western values.

Nevertheless, this French approach does illuminate an issue that has never been satisfactorily resolved in counter-insurgent theory and practice. It was put very clearly by an American theorist, John J. McCuen, who devoted a great deal of attention to the struggles in Indo-China and Algeria:

Conduct of counter-revolutionary warfare is a highly complex operation, requiring the unification of diverse agencies, interests, and concepts. Unifying the effort is the least, but by no means the least, principle of counter-revolutionary warfare. It is the most discussed but least understood and practised principle of them all. It is perhaps in this area that the revolutionaries have developed the decisive superiority which has allowed them to win so many of their struggles. The problem is that the democratic system is based on the separation of powers... Yet the conduct of counter-revolutionary warfare requires unification... at every level. The problem is how to achieve unification without destroying the very freedom that the government is seeking to preserve.

* * * *

The British theorists doubtless would claim that they showed in Malaya how the problem could be resolved satisfactorily; and so long as they continue to refrain from considering Cyprus where the same methods had very different consequences, no doubt they will retain their position of lofty eminence in counter-insurgent thinking. The British approach, as exemplified by their most notable practitioner and clearest expositor, Sir Robert Thompson, is believed to be the product of a long tradition of imperial pacification, in which patience, determination, and an offensive spirit tempered by discretion, displayed by men using their commonsense and keeping their feet on the ground “at the right time and in the right place will win.”

And on a certain level, and in a particular manner that is often misunderstood, this tradition did win in Malaya but not really on the level of “winning hearts and minds”, and certainly not in the manner of cutting the ground from under the Malayan Communist Party’s claim to be fighting for independence and (people’s) democracy. Thompson spells out the meaning of the victory in Malaya, many years later, in terms that deserve careful consideration:

An aim must be positive and constructive, not negative and destructive, and represent the final object of the war... I would, therefore, put it something like this: “To establish a South Vietnam which is free, united, independent, politically stable and economically expanding”. The aim should dictate policy and strategy, and any action which is not consistent with this aim can then be recognized for what it is – a contribution to defeat. It was the achievement of this aim as a whole, little understood as it was at the time, which secured victory in Malaya, not, as so many people have assumed, just the fostering of democracy and the granting of independence. The latter were consequences of the achievement of the aim. They represented a risk, not because the Malays were unprepared for them, but because they meant giving political power to the Malays. They had little appeal for the Chinese, who were at the root of the insurgency problem, and, if promoted prematurely, might have given the Malayan Communist Party, itself almost entirely Chinese, a chance of becoming the political champion of the Chinese against the Malays, which would have been fatal.
The prescription is sound enough, as are Thompson’s other principles of counter-insurgency: the government must function in accordance with the law; it must have an overall plan “forcing the insurgents to react to government measures, but flexible enough to take advantage of success”, the government “must give priority to defeating the political subversion, not the guerrillas”; and “in the guerrilla phase of an insurgency, a government must secure its base areas first”.(38) Sound also is the acceptance of the old imperial subordination of the military to the civil government and the rigorous unification of effort in times of trouble.

However, these principles are derived from a specific imperial context and are unlikely to be adhered to by politically independent governments under revolutionary insurgent attack. An imperial government not only has a different kind of politico-military command structure, but also its overwhelmingly bureaucratic mode of ordering affairs obviates the “party political” internal struggles for power that are such a debilitating feature of independent States under insurgent attack. Moreover, it has not been a tendency of the armies of recently independent States to subordianate themselves to the civil power, especially in situations of violence, since it can normally be argued plausibly that it was the internal weakness of the civilian political system that allowed the violence to develop, if it did not actually give rise to that violence.

It must also be said, though here necessarily in brutal brief, that in the case of Malaya, more than anywhere else in the British Empire, the British had created a plural society of a kind that could be controlled easily by a foreign overlord class and probably, in the long run, only by such a class. It is not possible here to delineate the extraordinarily peculiar features of the Malayan insurgency, such as the central importance of the export economy and the extreme ineptitude, as a result of most unusual internal difficulties, of the Malayan Communist Party’s politico-military strategy (39), the basic conservatism of an the racial groups, the fact that the insurgency was a peasant war only in a socially and geographically marginal fashion, and the virtual lack of a highly educated, radicalized intellectual group. It is possible to add to the list of peculiarities deserving analysis the matter of comparative scale and the absence of outside sanctuary and aid, while remembering Thompson’s dictum that “infiltration can...only accelerate the momentum of an insurgency and will always be subsidiary to it.” (40) Scale and the legitimacy conferred by time and habitual acceptance permitted the British in Malaya to treat the insurgency for the most part as only yet another outbreak of criminal violence of a kind imperial rulers had long come to expect, from time to time, in imperfectly civilized societies(41). The British effort in Malaya will almost certainly one day come to be regarded as one of the last in a long series of imperial pacifications rather than as a master lesson in countering Communist revolutionary warfare elsewhere, except in point of some specific tactics and techniques.

And yet Thompson’s insistence upon the necessity to adhere to his principles - and above all adhere to what he has come to call the “long haul” strategy, the acceptance of the reality of what Communists call protracted revolutionary warfare—is altogether well-founded (42). The problem, however, has of course all along been whether a protracted war of a counterinsurgency kind can for long be accepted by a supporting Western government as nationally important enough to justify the blood, finance, and obloquy involved in such support.

* * * * * * * *

To understand how there developed in the USA what came to be called counter insurgency doctrine, a la francaise to a limited extent, it is necessary first to notice certain peculiar features of the Kennedy regime as well as the international context in which the regime got under way.

John F. Kennedy, unlike his opponent for the presidency, Richard Nixon, campaigned openly in favour of overthrowing the Castro regime in Cuba. But as the operation developed, after he became President, it was discovered that guerrillas could not operate in Cuba in the face of the militia, and so there followed the ill-fated invasion. In the meantime Nikita Khrushchev on 6 January 1961, after scotching the likelihood of nuclear or even limited wars, went on to predict what he called “wars of liberation” within the developing areas of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. He emphasized the importance to the Sino-Soviet bloc of the success of the “anti-imperialist” movements in these regions and he
pledged aid to them as an "international duty" of all Communists. He said:

...these are wars which are national uprisings. In other words can conditions be created where a people will lose their patience and rise in arms? They can. What is the attitude of the Marxists towards such uprising? A most positive one...in the uprisings the people are fighting for implementation of their right for self-determination, for independent social and national development. These are risings against rotten reactionary regimes, against the colonizers. The Communists fully support such just wars and march in the front rank with the peoples waging liberation struggles. (43)

This was interpreted by close colleagues of Kennedy as the explication of a strategic doctrine. In April 1961 Secretary for Defence McNamara asked for a "150 per cent increase in the size of anti guerrilla forces." Next month Kennedy emphasized "the orientation of existing forces for the conduct of non-nuclear war, paramilitary operations and sublimited, or unconventional war." (44)

Early in 1962 McNamara said that he felt the Khrushchev speech of 6 January 1961 "might well be one of the most important policy declarations in the 60's by any world leader" and he elaborated on this before a Congress committee:

So long as we maintain the kind of retaliatory forces possessed by SAC and Navy Polaris...we will continue to deter (the USSR) from starting (global or limited) wars. Indeed, to the extent that we deter the Soviet Union from initiating these larger wars, we may anticipate even greater efforts on their part in the sublimited war area. Conflict, as Mr. Molotov so rightly pointed out, is a cardinal tenet of Communist doctrine. (45)

What is being emphasized here is that a government, the inner council of which was chiefly composed of aggressive-minded liberals, came early to see the counter-insurgency problem in strategic terms. This inner council was described by Dean Acheson as an "inner and private politbureau to control and supervise a foreign office, whose new head the President hardly knew at all." (46) Hence the world view of a comparatively few men was of very great importance. Moreover, when Kennedy sought out a comparative "outsider" with fighting experience of guerilla warfare, Roger Hilsman, he spoke with a man who wrote early in 1962: "...the Communists have found a chink in our armor. The new tactic is internal war..." (47)

This group combined within it a doctrinaire belief in liberal capitalism and what has been described as a 'qualified manipulative' (48) understanding of what revolutionary warfare was all about. In McNamara there was an almost rabid quantifier who once tried to suggest a few 100 pound bombs be dropped from a handful of ancient aircraft to stop the Pathet Lao (49). In Kennedy there was the belief that "...our strength may be tested at many levels" and that "A small group of disciplined Communists could exploit discontent and misery where the average income may be $60 or $70 a year and seize control, therefore, of an entire country without Communist troops ever crossing any international frontier." (50)

Sometimes the obiter dicta of these amateur counter-insurgents were even more inadequate, as in the speech of McNamara of 17 February 1962:

In these conflicts, the force of world Communism operates in the twilight zone between political subversion and quasimilitary action. Their military tactics are those of the sniper, the ambush and the raid. Their political tactics are terror, extortion, and assassination. We must help the people of these nations to resist these tactics by appropriate means. You cannot carry out a land reform program if the local peasant leaders are being systematically murdered. (51)

More importantly perhaps, so far as the Kennedy regime's general counter-insurgent stance was concerned, was the combination of doctrinaire liberalism and the "qualified manipulative" approach of Walt Rostow who in a sense was the "ideologist" of the group. His remarkable book, The Stages of Economic Growth, significantly subtitled A Non-Communist Manifesto and, perhaps equally significantly, first published in 1960, argued that Communism was a disease. "It is a kind of disease," he wrote, "which can befall transitional society if it fails to organize effectively those elements within it which are prepared to get on with the job of modernization." (52) The "scavengers" of the modernization process, as he called the Communists, posed "a formidable problem, almost certainly what historians will judge the central chal-
lenge of our time; that is, the challenge of creating, in association with the non-Communist politicians and peoples of the preconditions and early take-off areas, a partnership which will see them through into sustained growth on a political and social basis which keeps open the possibilities of progressive, democratic development.”(53) Since Westerners have become less clear what is meant by modernization, there was an element of sloganeering about this analysis but in general it may be said that what was meant by modernization by Rostow and Hilsman and others was “not generalized social change but rather change in a direction to development in the sense of economic growth and physical security.”(54) This, incidentally, is the latest argument being expounded by Western advisers and others in Vietnam.(55)

Rostow developed his doctrine, in specific counter-insurgent terms, in a speech to the Fort Bragg Special Warfare School which was very widely disseminated in 1961 and appeared in both the collections of counter-insurgent writings published the next year.(56) Once again he emphasized the organizational-manipulative techniques of the Communists in “transitional” societies, arguing that the USA had “a role to play in learning to deter the outbreak of guerrilla war, if possible, and to deal with it, if necessary” since “The sending of men and arms across international boundaries and the direction of guerrilla war from outside a sovereign nation is aggression; and this is a fact which the whole international community must confront and whose consequent responsibilities it must accept.”(57)

Thus the Kennedy regime adopted what might be called a two prong strategy: prevention if possible; the reorientation of the armed forces towards counterinsurgency or “stability operations” in case this were not possible. Prevention involved a number of moves. Most importantly so far as Latin America was concerned was the mounting of the Alliance for Progress in August 1961. $2 billion was to be injected into the region over a decade, half of it by the US Government, the other half by private, chiefly U.S., enterprises, in return for Latin American governments undertaking certain measures in regard to tax systems, land reform, low interest loans to farmers and small businesses, and education, housing, and health measures. There is no reason to doubt John Gerassi’s contention that this was widely interpreted in Latin America as nothing other than an attempt to stop “Castroism.”(58)

So far as Indo-China was concerned, the U.S. Administration, against the background of the Laos conference at Geneva, which resulted in a de facto partition of the country in 1962, sought means of putting the counter-insurgency doctrine into practice on both economic and military levels. It came to be decided by the U.S. Administration that “If the line was to be held, Vietnam rather than Laos was the place to hold it.”(59) But of course the rhetoric about the central importance of Vietnam in regard to the South-East Asian “dominoes” had begun as far back as 1954.(60)

On the economic plane, as a result of General Maxwell Taylor’s mission late in 1961, on 4 January 1962 a Joint Communiqué by the U.S. and South Vietnamese Governments was signed announcing “a broad economic and social program aimed at providing every Vietnamese with the means for improving his standard of living. This program represents an intensification and expansion of efforts already made for the same purpose during the past few years. Social facilities in the fields of education and health will be established throughout the country. Roads, communications and agricultural facilities will be developed to bring increasing prosperity to the people.”(61) The programme, worked out by Eugene Staley and Vu Quoc Thuc, was declared to be a comprehensive one. ‘In sum,’ as an American adviser, William A. Nighswonger put it, “...political and administrative reform, new economic programmes for rural areas, greatly increased United States advisory and supply efforts, a larger and more effective Vietnamese army, and other armed elements. Diem successfully ignored American pressure for more popular political participation.”(62)

But one of the troubles, as the same adviser, described it, was that: “Most American officials had little training or experience with revolutionary warfare. Most of the highly competent military and civilian advisers in Vietnam (during 1956–1960) were examining events and proposing projects in terms of their previous experience with conventional programs of economic and social development and defense...preparations for a future war were based on the
requirements of the preceding conflict (i.e. Korea).” (63)

It was this lack that the Kennedy regime set about trying to make good by orientating both military and civilians towards the new situation; and also, in 1963, by underwriting a very ambitious but ill-fated social science research project in thirty-one countries, designed to use academics’ special knowledge for the measuring of revolutionary forces or “insurgency prophylaxis.” (64)

This was to go far beyond a major augmenting of the Special Forces, which had been formed in 1952, had seen action behind the enemy lines in Korea, and were a good deal more guerrilla than counter-insurgency orientated(65). A silver Trojan horse is scarcely a symbol of pacification(66). An attempt was made to alter the attitudes of professional military men. What was involved has been put succinctly by Colonel Robert G. Gard JR.:

It was not until the Kennedy Administration emphasized the concepts of flexible response and counter-insurgency that restrictions on the use of force and the need to combine other considerations with military operations became widely accepted in principle within the military institution.

In the search for national security policy, the military professional no longer could remain isolated and restrict his peacetime activities to preparation for war. In June 1961, President Kennedy found it necessary to state in a memorandum to the Joint Chiefs of Staff that he regarded them as “more than military men” and expected “their help in fitting military requirements into the overall context of any situation.... But continued military preoccupation with the combat function precluded an adequate response to this requirement.” (67)

However, though a Special Assistant for Counter-Insurgency and Special Activities (SACSA) was installed in the Joint Chiefs of Staff section of the Pentagon and a White House National Security Memorandum in March 1962 laid down requirements for basic courses in counter-insurgency which were to be provided widely(68), the general approach being propagated by the Kennedy regime was not accepted by all willingly by the armed service chiefs. One important reason was their reluctance ever to be involved in a land war in Asia again; and their determination that if this should occur - “if there were any fighting at all, then there would be no holds barred whatsoever - including the use of nuclear weapons,” according to Roger Hilsman (69).

But it was not just a matter of this kind. There was another reason: a refusal on the part of some service chiefs to accept that counter-insurgency was other than essentially a military issue. The general situation was summarized by Hilsman in the following manner:

In the Special Forces School at Fort Bragg, in the war colleges and elsewhere in the armed services, there was a serious and systematic study of guerrilla warfare as it was known in the Philippines, Greece, Malaya, and so on. Out of this effort of study and debate came general agreement on the nature of guerrilla warfare and on the idea that meeting it successfully would require an emphasis on political, economic and social action into which very carefully calibrated military measures were interwoven. But an important segment of the military did not accept the emphasis on political warfare. In a speech at Fordham University on November 7, 1962, for example, General Earle E. Wheeler... said that what the United States was committed to support in Vietnam was “military action... Despite the fact that the conflict is conducted as guerrilla warfare... it is nonetheless military action. It is fashionable in some quarters to say that the problems in Southeast Asia are primarily political and economic rather than military. I don’t agree. The essence of the problem is military.” (70)

In a formal sense, U.S. Army Field Manuals not only accepted, but wrote in, the findings of the Kennedy inner circle (71) and on a certain level of training prepared itself for what has come to be called civic action(72). That it was in fact accepting was what an unsympathetic observer has called “the intellectually debilitating assumption that all counter-insurgencies can be won.”(73) (In fact, the case of Vietnam was somewhat different since it came to be represented as a “test case”.) The moment that counter-insurgency was accepted by the American military as an art they felt they had mastered, whether they really thought of it as primarily military or not, then defeat was unthinkable, and properly so from the military point of view.

But buried beneath this relationship between the Kennedy civilian theorists and the military there lay a paradox which was stated by Anatol Rapoport in this way:

American intervention in South-east Asia is publicised as a “limited war.” It must be kept in mind that
what appears to Americans as "limited war" appears as total war to the people against whom it is waged. What appears as "control" of the pressure exerted on, say, the Vietnamese is only a delusion if for reasons of prestige, the United States has no choice but to escalate the war if "pressure" fails to bring the Vietnamese to their knees. The Clausewitzian principle implies logically that military policy ought to be geared to political objectives. But psychologically the implication is read the other way; political objectives are determined by military capacity. (74)

However, to be fair to the Kennedy theorists, they clearly did believe that military measures not only had to be, but would only need to be, a "carefully calibrated" component in a basically civil counter-insurgency approach, whether in Latin America or in Vietnam.

But Vietnam was to prove not only a "test case" for the doctrine but a very special case in terms of the efficacy of outside-organized insurgent movement. Elsewhere, it could be argued - and was argued by a theorist of Latin American revolutionary insurgency - that the "revolution had revolutionized the counter-revolution" (75); that is, that the American counter-insurgents had in fact developed powerful techniques and tactics for combating insurgency. Too much should not be made of the role of the Special Forces in destroying the Guevarist adventure in Bolivia. Guevara made awful errors, and it is too often not noticed that he was trying to overthrow a regime that in many ways was progressive even in the countryside (76). Nor should too much be made of Chile's "parliamentary revolution," since that country's constitutional history was unique in Latin America. By fighting on an urban instead of rural terrain, the Tupamaros' degree of success so far suggests that the future of revolutionary insurgency in Latin American remains very problematical (77).

But of course this situation arose out of a failed counter-insurgency, in which American advice and advisers had been widely involved. The advice given appears to have been based in part on the following kind of assumption:

The overall objective in the field of overseas internal defense is to encourage and assist vulnerable nations to develop balanced capabilities for the internal defense of their societies. Psychologically, few of the developing nations are aware of the threat posed by Communist subversion, nor do they know how to cope with the blandishments and false hopes raised by Communist propaganda. (79)

The way was open to the doctrineless manipulators and the cold war liberals to show their paces. But though armed with this breathtakingly arrogant doctrine, they found themselves trying to "encourage and assist" a government which, with some justice, believed it understood the Communist threat rather better than American advisers. Unhappily though, the Diem Government sought to replicate, in an administratively very imperfect manner, the organizational modes of the Communist National Liberation Front (NLF).
The Advisers (who included a British team) were in such circumstances unable satisfactorily to implement their various schemes: an adequate land reform programme (80), a sensibly phased development of strategic hamlets (81), and the necessary harassment of Vietcong mainforce units (82). The list could be extended to include proper population and resources control, communications between hamlets and the regular army, the adequate arming and equipping of hamlets (83), administrative and legal reform, and the building up of an appropriate police force, to mention but a few obvious factors.

The profusion of terms—Counter-insurgency, Civic Action, Nationbuilding (84), Pacification, Rural Development, Stability Operations, later Revolutionary Development (RD)—among “counter-insurgents” was indicative of a basic uncertainty as to precisely what was being attempted in terms of the ultimate objective, a fact of even greater importance than the fact that most American officials up to 1960 at least had little training or experience of revolutionary warfare.

The weaknesses of the “pacification” under Diem (which grew quickly after his downfall) persuaded some American advisers, particularly Frank Scotton and Bob Kelly in beleaguered Quang Ngai province in 1963, that replication of some Communist methods, including armed propaganda squads, was the answer to the struggle against the NLF. Out of small successes there arose the grand concept in 1966 of Revolutionary Development, to be carried out by 59-man squads, political action teams including their own self-defence sections (85). At the same time a large proportion of the regular army was assigned to cover the activities of these teams which by 1968 had increased to 770 and involved 53,000 men. A major effort was begun also to coordinate the various facets of Revolutionary Development and to upgrade the Regional (RF) and local (PF) security forces.

It has recently been argued by Dr. Alex Carey of the University of New South Wales that from about 1966 U.S. policy, based upon a belief that the U.S.A. represents “the permanent revolution of mankind” (as President Kennedy once put it), has brought to bear upon South Vietnamese society the techniques of American behavioural science, particularly as developed by B.F. Skinner (86). That is, put very crudely, the U.S. “counter-insurgent” apparatus has sought to devise a system of rewards and punishments (“reinforcements”) such as will induce South Vietnamese to support the incumbent government. It has also been argued by Professor S.P. Huntington that “forced draft urbanization and modernization” have deprived the rural revolutionary movement of the capacity to win power (87).

Undoubtedly a number of Western-engendered policies have been introduced into the struggle, particularly perhaps the notion of pacification through prosperity in the Mekong delta. This is a notion as old as imperial rule, of course, but never have such material resources been brought into play; never perhaps has a society’s traditional attachments been so eroded by the propaganda of both sides, reinforced by the exigencies of internal warfare of terrible intensity.

It must also be noticed that, until the Tet Offensive of 1968 at least, it remained possible for the U.S. commander, General Westmoreland, to adumbrate a theory of victory couched in predominately military terms. (88)

But though there have been various components in the struggle against the NLF and the Northern regular army, a struggle which had been won in terms of internal war by 1971, necessitating the invasion of 1972 by the North Vietnamese army en masse, it is suggested that the replication of the Communist mode of struggle has been the most striking component.

This comes out very clearly in the 1970 Plan, which is still in operation. The guiding principles of the Plan are:

- Territorial Security
- Protection of the People against Terrorism
  - i.e. Neutralization of the Vietcong Infrastructure
- People’s Self Defence (PSDF)
- Local Administration
- Greater National Unity (The Chieu Hoi Programme)
- Brighter Life for War Victims (The Refugee Problem)
- People’s Information (The Psyops and Propaganda Programme)
- Prosperity for All (Economic Development)

As to “Territorial Security,” the main thrust is the further upgrading of the Regional and
Popular Forces, which replicate the two lower parts of what General Navarre once called the Vietminh forces' "Living pyramid." "Protection of the People against Terrorism" is primarily a replication, in the form of the "Phoenix Programme" teams, particularly in the case of the Provincial Reconnaissance Units, of Vietcong modes of repression, despite earnest attempts properly to establish evidence against members of the infrastructure. "People's Self Defence" is an attempt to replicate a Communist-style "mobilization of the masses" through involving the very young, the old and women in support and combat units. "Local Administration" is an attempt to identify hamlet societies with the central government by providing funds for projects which, on the whole, are chosen by the more democratized hamlets. This is not inconsistent with the Communist approach during the struggle for power. The Chieu Hoi (Open Arms) programme is a mixture of proselytizing and recruiting, the returnees being employed in local forces or as Open Arms propaganda cadres very often, which is very similar to the Communist mixture that was being dispensed long before the Chieu Hoi programme was started in 1963. The refugee problem is indeed special. As to "People's Information," although the Government of Vietnam and its JUSPAO* allies dispose of far greater technical resources (e.g. television sets in hamlet squares) and are, of course, possessed of a message of economic freedom as a long term policy, the modes of propaganda are often astonishingly similar (89), vie with each other in terms of intensity, and - in this phase of NLF policy - compete with each other as to short-term objectives such as land redistribution.

The chief, and possibly crucial, difference lies in "Prosperity for All" or economic development, so far as the Plan is concerned. Pacification through prosperity, which was touched upon above, may at last come into its own in South Vietnam; and certainly would have come into its own if it had not been for the 1972 invasion by the North. There are good grounds for supposing that peasants are primarily concerned with economic freedom, since this is the primary condition for other forms of freedom meaningful to ordinary people. When this economic freedom is combined with the means of enhancing living standards, as has been clearly the case in the Mekong delta in recent years (through improved strains of rice, low-level mechanisation, better transportation etc.), then - provided always that security can be maintained-the Government of Vietnam obviously holds the advantage so far as popular support is concerned. Evidence from Communist sources is compelling in this regard. (90)

Over and above the provisions of the 1970 Plan there is the hope that there will arise out of an anti-Communist victory a measure of political pluralism and a degree of civic liberty unthinkable in a Communist society. But when a revolutionary war has reached the intensity that has long since been reached in South Vietnam, a paradoxical situation is engendered: the less technically perfect the replication of the Communist organizational modes are, the less chance of eventual success; the more perfect the replication—that is, the more thoroughly a political regime, as distinct from a democratic way of ordering affairs, is established—the less likelihood that a comparatively free society will arise out of the ashes of war. After all democracy is much more a mode of behaviour than a system; and it is a mode of behaviour which to a large extent goes into abeyance even in long-standing Western democracies in times of modern warfare and is unlikely to strike deep roots in a society afflicted by totalitarian Communist revolutionary warfare.

The redoubtable Colonel Nguyen Be who runs the Vung Tau training centre for RD (Rural Development) cadres is doubtless perfectly correct, in terms of the "people's war" (his phrase) he is trying to wage when he writes, "...The People's Defense Militia includes everyone from seven years of age to the oldest citizen without discrimination...No one has any legitimate reason to stay out of the struggle....the people and the militia are one; the militia are the people, and the people are the militia. Therefore, our war system will be purely Vietnamese, not colonialist in form." (91) But such concepts suggest that for a "counter-insurgency" to be truly successful it must prevent widespread conditions of insurgency from developing. But this is not to suggest that subversion of an existing political order can always be prevented from reaching the insurgent stage.

* Joint U.S. Public Affairs Office — a joint civil and military agency, which was for a time responsible for all U.S. information output in Vietnam. It has now separated into its military and civil components.
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OVERSEAS CHINESE: China's Deputy Prime Minister Teng Hsiao-Ping reiterated at a National Day reception on 29 September the official line that the People's Republic welcomes moves by Overseas Chinese to adopt the citizenship of their host country. Roughly one-fifth of the estimated 15 million Overseas Chinese live in Malaysia and, with the prospective establishment of Sino-Malaysian diplomatic relations, Peking's attitude in practice to this sizeable minority will be carefully scrutinized by all South-East Asian countries.

Peking, Kuala Lumpur and the Chinese Minority in Malaysia

Goh Cheng Teik

In New York, official delegations from Kuala Lumpur and Peking have been conducting government-to-government negotiations aimed at removing all the obstacles, technical or political, to the establishment of full diplomatic relations between the Federation of Malaysia and the People's Republic of China. They are led by H.M.A. Zakaria and Huang Hua, the ambassadors of the two countries to the United Nations.

The fact that Malaysian and Chinese envoys are talking officially to each other is an index to the depth of change in Kuala Lumpur-Peking relations. In the era (1957-70) when Tunku Abdul Rahman was the Prime Minister, Kuala Lumpur maintained a total "non-recognition" and "no-contact" policy. It was felt amongst other things that "recognition" and "contact" would retard the process of building a united, multi-racial nation.

Abdul Razak, the successor to Rahman as Prime Minister, is equally committed to nation-building but he sees signs of change in China's approach to foreign policy. After the noisy Cultural Revolution, the Chinese under the steady hand of Chou En-lai have played down "revolution" and "people's war" and have concentrated on "diplomacy", "peaceful co-existence" and "government-to-government" relations. Accordingly, he recast Malaysia's China Policy to suit the changing circumstances.

Kuala Lumpur's new China Policy was stated by Prime Minister Razak at the 1971 session of the United Nations General Assembly. "It is beyond doubt that the Government of the People's Republic of China is de jure and de facto the Government of China," he declared. (1) Hitherto, Kuala Lumpur had pursued a 'One China, One Taiwan Policy'. When balloting on Peking's admission to the United Nations took place, Malaysia voted for the Albanian Resolution for the first time in history and helped to bring Peking back into the family of nations.

The détente and rapprochement with China have also to be seen in the context of Razak's non-aligned and neutral policy. The new Prime Minister is convinced that the day for entangling alliances is over for South-East Asia. The States in the region should phase out bilateral or multilateral alliances and adopt a policy of equidistance towards America, Russia and China. Kuala Lumpur enjoys stable diplomatic relations with Washington. With Moscow, ambassadors were exchanged in 1968. The time is, therefore, opportune for reconciliation with Peking. Razak hopes, of course, that this policy of equidistance
will impress upon the big Powers that the region harbours malice towards none and persuade the Chinese and others to support the creation of "a zone of peace, freedom and neutrality" in South-East Asia.

* * * * * * *

The path towards diplomatic relations with China has so far not created any "backlash" within Malaysia. Neither has it been opposed in other States within South-East Asia although Thailand, Singapore and Indonesia would like Prime Minister Razak not to hurry towards Peking. In the era of detente rapprochement with China is not out of tune with the times. Tokyo, Bonn, Canberra and Wellington have established diplomatic relations with Peking while still remaining allies of Washington. Even the United States, a one-time arch-rival, has opened a mission in the Chinese capital which operates as an embassy although is labelled "liaison office". As for the Thais, they have overcome their initial hesitation and are now even more enthusiastic than the Malaysians in reaching a modus vivendi with the Chinese.

Nevertheless, there remains lingering doubts in certain quarters inside and outside Malaysia as to the wisdom of diplomatic ties with China in the immediate future. These doubts centre on the fact that there exists a large, sprawling, ethnic Chinese minority in Malaysia. According to the 1970 census, it comprised 34.14 per cent of the national population. In absolute numbers, this represents the largest, single concentration of ethnic Chinese in the world outside of Mainland China and Taiwan. The suspicion therefore, is that a Peking mission in Kuala Lumpur may become a Trojan Horse from which agents will surface in the night to subvert the legitimate government of Malaysia and usurp power.

POPULATION OF MALAYSIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1970</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malays</td>
<td>4,871,643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other indigenes</td>
<td>910,694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>3,564,502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians &amp; Pakistanis</td>
<td>936,341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Immigrants</td>
<td>156,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,439,430</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Department of Statistics, Kuala Lumpur.

The fear that the Chinese minorities in South-East Asia may be used as an instrument in China's foreign policy is not new. When he was Prime Minister, Rahman spoke frankly about what he saw as Peking's subversive acts and why he could not agree to diplomatic ties. For instance, when asked in Parliament in August 1968 why he allowed a Russian but not a Chinese embassy to be set up in Kuala Lumpur, he replied:

"(I) do not know whether Communist China has done it directly, but indirectly she has many thousands of her agents in this country whose sole aim and object... is to try to overthrow the democratic government of this country by force of arms. For that reason we cannot have diplomatic or consular relations with her as this would be a help to these subversive elements, who owe (their) loyalty to China...."

"If China decides to use their hammer and sickle the way Russia is using them, there is no reason why we should not be on good terms with them; but they are using it differently; they are using the hammer to break our heads (laughter), and that is why we are not able to make friends with them (laughter)." (2)

In pre-detente days, this fear was equally present in the minds of many American specialists on Asian affairs. Doak Barnett, for example, says explicitly that Peking regards the Nanyang (Overseas) Chinese as an instrument to be used for the advancement of its political objectives. On coming to power, the Chinese Communists inherited "the idea that all people of Chinese blood and culture, wherever they reside, are a part of the national entity of China, for whom the government of China is responsible." Hence, the issuing of declarations proclaiming Peking's determination to protect "the legitimate rights and interests of Chinese residing abroad." They also inherited the belief that the backing of the Overseas Chinese is important to China's domestic politics. "In a sense, the struggle since 1949 between the Communists and the Nationalists for political influence among the Overseas Chinese is simply an extension of the civil war in China.... The Nationalists regard anti-Communist Overseas Chinese as a symbol of continuing resistance to the Peking regime, while the Communists appear to feel that Overseas Chinese support is symbolically necessary for the ratification of their succession to power in China." (3)

He rejects Peking's statements issued after
1954 exhorting the Chinese minorities to come to terms with South-East Asian nationalism as propagandistic. "It has little relevance to Singapore and Malaya, where the Chinese Communists regard the Overseas Chinese as their main hope for the ultimate establishment of Communist-controlled regimes. And throughout South-East Asia Peking continues to foster ever closer ties with Chinese who retain their Chinese citizenship and still maintain links even with those who acquire local citizenship." (4)

THE lingering doubts about Peking's true intentions towards Malaysia should not be readily dismissed as out-of-date. On the contrary, the basis of these doubts should be examined and a rational sober analysis of Peking's Overseas Chinese Policy undertaken because if it can be demonstrated that the Chinese Government is double-faced then Prime Minister Razak ought in the enlightened interests of Malaysia and South-East Asia to call a halt to his policy of detente and rapprochement. Since diplomatic relations have not yet been sealed (November 1973), it is still not too late to do so.

Fortunately, Peking's Overseas Chinese Policy has been recently scrutinized by a young Australian historian, Stephen Fitzgerald. His book, China and the Overseas Chinese: A Study of Peking's Changing Policy, 1949-1970, has helped to clarify the situation. Fitzgerald's documentary evidence makes it clear that since the mid-1950s a definite and distinct contrast in the approaches of Taipei and Peking to the Nanyang Chinese has emerged.

The Kuomintang Government (based in Taipei) continues the Overseas Chinese Policy formulated by Sun Yat-sen to this day. It follows the principle of *jus sanguinis* and regards any person born of a Chinese father, or of a Chinese mother where the nationality of the father is unknown or indeterminate, as a Chinese citizen. He may have been born in Timbuktu and accorded an African nationality but he will still be claimed as a Chinese citizen by Taipei. Since he is, according to the 1929 Nationality Law, a Chinese national, he is expected to know Mandarin, to obtain a Chinese education, to observe the ancient Confucian traditions and to transmit the Chinese heritage to succeeding generations. In other words, the Kuomintang

believes in the slogan: "Once a Chinese, Always a Chinese"

Initially, the newly-established *Kungch'ang* (Communist Party) Government at Peking did not break with its predecessor's *jus sanguinis* policy. Until 1954, it gave the impression that it too regarded ethnic Chinese residing overseas as their property. Fitzgerald suggests that the fear of alienating the Nanyang Chinese (to the benefit of the Nationalists) and the immediate need for foreign exchange (via remittances to relatives in China) may have prompted the Communists to delay the break with the past. Eventually, Peking decided to withdraw the priority for the Overseas Chinese in its decision-making process and to make relations with their overseas kith and kin subordinate to the country's larger foreign policy objectives.

By the mid-1950s, Jawarlahal Nehru (India), U Nu (Burma), Ali Sastroamidjojo (Indonesia), David Marshall (Singapore) and others had managed to impress upon Prime Minister Chou En-Lai that the Nanyang Chinese were a liability not an asset to Peking in its search for good neighbourly relations with other Asian states. As a result, the *Kungch'ang* resolved to break with the Overseas Chinese Policy inherited from Nanking and Chungking. They announced in unequivocal language that any ethnic Chinese who acquired a foreign nationality ceased to be a citizen of the People's Republic of China. Concrete manifestation of this was the Sino-Indonesian Dual Nationality Treaty signed in April 1955. According to this agreement, a Chinese immigrant who acquired Indonesian nationality ceased to be a Chinese citizen.

It is true that problems arose in the course of implementation. A certain period of time was allowed to those concerned to decide whether they wanted to be Chinese or Indonesian citizens. According to Donald Willmott, the Chinese negotiations were prepared to renounce Peking's claim to (i) those who had already become Indonesian citizens and (ii) those who did not make a positive declaration to accept Chinese nationality. (5) The Indonesian side rejected this because it wanted to accept as Indonesian nationals only those who had made an active choice, who actively renounced Chinese nationality and actively embraced Indonesian citizen-
In October 1956, Chou En-lai re-stated to David Marshall, a leading politician from Singapore, Peking's abandonment of the *jus sanguinis* principle. He said that "any Chinese resident in Singapore who voluntarily obtains Singapore citizenship will no longer be a Chinese citizen." (6) In December, he went one step further and declared that those who acquired foreign nationalities ceased to be Chinese, not merely Chinese citizens. He told the Overseas Chinese that those "who acquire the nationality of the countries of residence by voluntary decision and according to local laws, are no longer Chinese people (jen-min)". As for those who chose to remain China's citizens, Chou instructed them to abstain entirely from politics. "(We) do not promote the organization of Communist or other democratic parties among Overseas Chinese.... (If they want) to participate in political parties, they should return to China. But it is impermissible to do so locally; this would invite misunderstanding in the countries of residence."

* * * * * * *

PEKING'S Overseas Chinese Policy is by no means expedient and opportunistic. On the contrary, it accords in full with the social philosophy of the Chinese Government and the larger interest of the Chinese state.

The Chinese Government is controlled by the *Kungch' antang* (Communist Party). Their leaders are class-not race-minded. They have dedicated themselves to the cause of the peasantry and proletariat in the world, not the greater glory of the Han Chinese. When they view the social condition of South-East Asia through these Socialist lenses, it becomes self-evident which side deserves more sympathy and support: the natives or the immigrants.

It is true that not all the Chinese immigrants of South-East Asia are bourgeois. They came to this part of the world as impoverished migrants in the pre-war period and many of their descendants are still "coolies". This is a fact which cannot be refuted. Nevertheless, in a relative (not absolute) sense, the general living conditions of the natives in South-East Asia are worse than those of the immigrants. Most indigenes have still not yet progressed beyond traditional fishing and farming into trawler fishing, cash-crop cultivation, mining, manufacturing, banking, shipping, import-export/wholesale-retail trade and other modern sectors of the economy (unlike their immigrant fellow-countrymen). Needless to say, there are important exceptions. The Malays of Singapore and Malaysia, for example, have lately been breaking into these more productive areas.

Faced with a situation in which the bourgeoisie is heavily Chinese while the peasant and proletarian masses are overwhelmingly native, the *Kungch' antang* have no choice but to sympathize with the "have-not" classes unless they are prepared to renounce their Socialist conviction. In practice, it means that Peking will share more class solidarity with the South-East Asian natives than with their Nanyang kith and kin.

Moreover, Mao Tse-tung's Chinese are modernists, not traditionalists—a fact which is frequently overlooked. Unlike Chiang Kai-shek's Chinese, they do not revere Confucius, Mencius, Lao-Tze and other sages from the past as they regard these thinkers as irrelevant. Neither do they profess their faith in Buddhism and other religions inherited from the past because as Marxists, they are atheists. In other words, they have given up the ancient culture of China.

In contrast, the Nanyang Chinese are still generally traditionalist. The urban, Western-educated minority may be cosmopolitan (though not necessarily proletarian) in outlook but the majority—the Chinese-educated and illiterate masses—still observe the old customs and traditions and celebrate the religious and semi-religious festivals handed down from the past. Peking's Chinese will find it extremely difficult to discover much affinity with "kith and kin" who still fervently uphold the "feudal", "decadent" culture of traditional China (which they have destroyed in its land of origin!).

Doak Barnett suggests that the *Kungch' antang* needs the support of the Overseas Chinese so that their succession to power in Peking can be symbolically legitimized. This contention
is an over-statement of the highest magnitude and represents a gross misunderstanding of the sources of both Nationalist and Communist strength. Sun Yat-sen sought out the Overseas Chinese assiduously because he was a rebel from without. He had no power-base inside China and had to anchor himself in the hua-chiao (Overseas Chinese) communities of South-East Asia, America and elsewhere, at least until the fall of the Manchus. Chiang Kai-shek continued the search for hua-chiao support in the Nanking and Chungking eras because he needed contributions to the economic regeneration of the motherland and later, the war effort against the Japanese. In the post-Civil War period, the generallissimo still needs the "hua-chiao" because he wants them to support the eventual "liberation" of continental China from Marxist "tyranny". Since the Chinese in Hong Kong and South-East Asia exceeded the population in Taiwan, they constitute in Kuomintang estimation a most vital third force.

Mao Tse-tung, unlike Sun Yat-sen, was a rebel from within. He never left the soil of China throughout the long struggle. He built his power-base inside the heartland of China and managed to win the peasants, "the great, silent majority", to his side. His Party's mandate to rule had been given by the Chinese people during the Civil War. It would be far-fetched, to put it mildly, to imagine that Mao has still to await the stamp of legitimacy from a few scattered millions overseas when he had already obtained it from the six or seven hundred million in China Proper!

Unlike Taiwan, China does not need the "Overseas Chinese" for its survival. Peking has 800 million inhabitants within its jurisdiction who have demonstrated their competence to make China strong. In the initial post-revolutionary years when the newly-established government had not yet built its channels of foreign trade, remittances from overseas may have been appreciated as a supplementary source of foreign exchange, but in later years, this could hardly be so. By the 1970s, when China has embarked on large-scale trading with the industrial giants of the world, overseas remittances must constitute mere drops of water in the bucket. In fact, Taiwan too does not need the "Overseas Chinese" for its survival. The position will become apparent in the event that Chiang's heirs should decide to give up the forlorn hope of "liberating" Continental China and look inwards.

* * * * * * *

In the 1970s, the theoretical basis of Peking's Overseas Chinese Policy is being reinforced by hard realities prevailing in the international system. China's rift with Russia has widened to such a point that Moscow is trying to do what Washington did in the 1950s and 1960s: to erect a wall of containment around the Chinese State. The Soviet Communist Party Secretary-General, Leonid Brezhnev, has proposed the formation of an Asian Collective Security System. Bangladesh, India and Mongolia have already indicated their positive responses to this suggestion. Comrade Brezhnev did not say that it would be directed at Comrade Mao but since the proposal appeared against a backdrop of serious border incidents and deteriorating Moscow-Peking relations, it could not have been intended otherwise.

The prospects of Moscow encircling China in the 1970s and 1980s are better than Washington's chances in the 1950s and 1960s. At most the Americans could only have succeeded in erecting a semi-circle to contain China: from Japan to India. The other semi-circle was in the hands of a "fellow-Socialist" State: the Soviet Union. In contrast, the Russians can, on paper, draw a complete circle around China. The People's Republic of Mongolia is on their side. They have already stationed massive numbers of troops along the entire Sino-Soviet border - from the Soviet Far East to Soviet Central Asia. India and Bangladesh have been drawn into their orbit by treaties of friendship and co-operation and other bilateral ties. If the Russians can, through diplomacy, aid and trade, win over Japan, the two Koreas, Taiwan and the South-East Asian States to their brand of threat perception, then they will be able to encircle China completely.

Peking is fully aware of Moscow's intentions and its prospects in the Asian region. It is determined to prevent total encirclement by a Russian-led alliance: hence, the campaign to win the hearts and minds of the uncommitted Asian States from Burma to Japan. The Chinese have achieved the long-delayed peace settlement with the Japanese. Peking went to the extent of unilaterally renouncing its substantial claim for
war damages. This action was evidently intended as an investment in the future political goodwill of the Japanese people. The *Kungch'antang* have been offering "sweet reasonableness" to their old rivals, the *Kuomintang*, and have promised not to be harsh in the event that they should decide to rejoin the big Chinese family.

This campaign to win the hearts and minds of the uncommitted is extending to South-East Asia. Peking is talking unofficially to Bangkok despite the fact that the Thais were, and still are, on the other side of the fence in the Indo-Chinese wars. Chou En-lai has shown great appreciation of Razak's new foreign policy and Kuala Lumpur's resolve to neutralize the South East Asian region. "Ping-pong" and "badminton" diplomacy has already started in selected South East Asian States, namely, Thailand and Malaysia.

This desire to win over the South-East Asian States to their side in the dispute with the Russians, or at least, to make them stay non-aligned, means that Peking has to adhere more strictly to its Overseas Chinese Policy. Out of the ten or so States in the region only one (Singapore) is administered by "Overseas Chinese". The rest, including Malaysia, are ruled by native-led governments. These native-led governments can be readily persuaded to believe, particularly in the light of the Sino-American detente, that China does not pose a direct, across-the-border threat to their security in the 1970s but it will take more than words to assure them that Peking will not take advantage of diplomatic rapprochement to energize the "hua-chiao" politically and disturb the internal equilibrium in the respective States. Liberal and circumspect statesmen like Razak bin Hussein (and the late Dr. Ismail bin Abdul Rahman) can appreciate the sincerity of Peking's intentions but other native leaders in the region are prepared to be convinced only by deeds, not words.

The Russians are, of course, vigilant. They are constantly on the look-out for any fragment of evidence that can be used to stick the "Great Chinese Chauvinist" label on the backs of the *Kungch'antang* and to brand them as betrayers of Socialism. A case in point is the May Thirteenth Incident in Malaysia. Soviet diplomats in Kuala Lumpur knew from their own eye-witness reports that these 1969 inter-racial riots had a local origin (8) but *New Times*, a Soviet weekly, decided to represent it as an event caused by pro-Mao elements in Malaysia on the instruction of the "Great Chinese chauvinist and extreme nationalist" government in Peking. (9) Under the circumstances, Mao's diplomats when they do arrive in Kuala Lumpur will have-in their relations with the local Chinese—to bend backwards to be seen to be correct.

****

CONTRARY to popular beliefs, it can be argued that a Chinese diplomatic presence in Kuala Lumpur can produce a salutary effect on native-immigrant relations in Malaysia and hasten the phasing-out of communalism from the politics of this plural society. To those who become knowledgeable about Malaysian affairs only when inter-racial clashes and other bad news hit the newspaper headlines, this prediction must appear over-optimistic and far-fetched. However, a little trouble to find out about matters that have not made headlines in the quarter-century since the outbreak of the Emergency (10) may reveal that the forecast for more racial stability in the future is not entirely based on wishful thinking.

The Emergency, which started in 1948, set the clock back for the process of national integration and nation-building. Despite the fact that there were also Malays amongst the ranks of the armed insurgents, British propaganda declared that the rebellion was a Chinese monopoly. As a result, the Chinese minority as a whole were castigated, not only by the British colonial government but also by the Malays. It was no coincidence that in the West Coast of Malaya (where most Chinese immigrants resided) only rural ethnic Chinese were selected for and transplanted into the "new villages" or strategic hamlets built in the course of the counter-insurgency effort. This massive transmigration itself accentuated the segregated pattern of living in Malaya.

In view of what the Malays commonly regarded as an act of "treachery" by the Chinese immigrants (the Emergency), it was extremely difficult to convince them that there were still many Chinese who remained loyal and that a permanent stake in the land (citizenship) was an important catalyst in the evolution of national loyalty. What eventually brought them together was the
struggle for independence. The United Malay National Organization (UMNO) led by Tunku Abdul Rahman demanded independence but Britain refused on the ground that the various races would be at each other’s throats the moment the British Army departed. Faced with this divide et impera tactic, UMNO sought out MCA (Malayan Chinese Association) and the two agreed to present a united front against British Imperialism. The UMNO-MCA Alliance was extremely popular. It won 51 out of 52 contested federal seats in 1955. With this huge mandate from the Malayan people, the Alliance could—and did—bargain with London from a position of strength.

Meanwhile, the native and immigrant leaders worked out among themselves a formula for national integration and unity in the post-independence period. UMNO agreed to relax the conditions for citizenship. (It was thanks to this concession that a million ethnic Chinese were able to obtain citizenship within a year of independence). MCA in return accepted the Special Position of the Malays and Other Natives and the choice of Malay as the sole national and official language ten years after independence.

For the next twelve years after independence, this compromise formula was attacked from both extremities. The Malay extremists within and without UMNO criticized the decision to grant citizenship to persons whose loyalty towards Malaya (later Malaysia) was still “suspect” and demanded a vigorous implementation of the provisions on special rights, national language and, by extension, the medium of national education. The Chinese extremists inside MCA and the Opposition Parties, on the other hand, loudly protested against the loss of equal rights by the immigrants, the failure to make Chinese an official language, the failure to recognize Chinese-medium education and so on.

After the May Thirteenth Incident (which broke out at the end of a hot, uninhibited election campaign), the Government decided to enforce the original UMNO-MCA consensus involuntarily. And so the Malaysian Constitution was amended by Parliament (126 For; 17 Against; 0 Abstaining) to make it illegal to question the premises of national policies pertaining to citizenship, national language, the medium of national education and the existence of a constitutional monarchy. The enforcement of this consensus has been achieved at the price of free speech but it has closed the loopholes for political opportunism; lowered the communal temperature and persuaded “the great silent majority” to reconcile themselves to the status quo.

Diplomatic relations with Peking will facilitate the acceptance of the UMNO-MCA formula by the Chinese minority in Malaysia and expedite the erosion of communalism in Malaysian politics. In the first place, the Kungch ‘antang believe that the Malaysian Chinese should master Bahasa Malaysia (the national language) and use it in their daily life. Their view is that Chinese settlers anywhere should learn the local language so as to communicate with the local population, understand them and live in harmony with them. It is an asset, of course, to retain the Chinese tongue but that is not absolutely necessary. There is no question of Mandarin becoming extinct in the event that the “Overseas Chinese” do not use it. Extinction may occur in the Nanyang region but the 800 million Chinese speakers in the People’s Republic of China should be more than capable on their own to keep their language alive for posterity!

In the second place, Peking accepts that the Malaysian Chinese should not only be integrated but even assimilated. Education in Bahasa Malaysia, instead of Mandarin, may lead to a dilution of Chinese culture in Malaysia and the detribalization of the settler community but the Kungch ‘antang, in direct contrast to the Kuomintang, will not shed tears over the death of a way of life they had condemned as “feudal” and “decadent”. In fact, Peking is prepared to go one step further and recommend that the Malaysian Chinese be converted en bloc to Islam! Chou En-lai hinted this when he told Lee Kong-chian, the son-in-law of the famous Tan Kah-kee, that religion was a snag to the assimilation of the Chinese settlers in Malaysia and Singapore but that, as an atheist, he found Islam as good a religion as any other.

In the third place, China will act as a catalyst in assisting the Malaysian Chinese to resolve once and for all the so-called “identity” question. From time to time, some, including the Malaysian-born, have felt disillusioned, neglected and unwanted. They have toyed with the idea of migration, invariably to Singapore, Australia, Canada, United States and Britain, and rarely China! By accepting all Malaysian Chinese as
Malaysians, not Chinese, and by urging them to look inwards and integrate, Peking may awaken in them a new sense of pride and thrill in being Malaysian. In the course of time even the hesitant and reluctant may appreciate that it is not entirely irrational to come to terms with Malay nationalism and accept it as part and parcel of the Malaysian way of life.

To avoid giving the impression that the arrival of Mao's envoy in Kuala Lumpur will usher in a golden age in Malaysian history and Sino-Malaysian relations, it is necessary to stress that so far this article has been viewing the problem in a long-term perspective. In the short run, it is not impossible that the establishment of Kuala Lumpur-Peking diplomatic relations may lead to "over-reaction" by some Malaysian Chinese, a mild "back-lash" among the Malays, particularly the youths, and a partial set-back in race relations. The governments in Kuala Lumpur and Peking will undoubtedly act in good faith but they may not suffice to defuse at once all the time-bombs of Overseas Chinese chauvinism.

For more than two decades, the Malaysian Chinese, except for the sick and the elderly, have been totally sealed off from contact with the People's Republic of China. This policy has not been entirely negative because it has helped the Chinese immigrants to look inwards, to find their place within the evolving nation-State and to develop a sense of belonging to their land of adoption at a critical, formative period. Now that the "hump" stage in nation-building is over, this policy can afford to be relaxed but, in the meanwhile, a certain romantic yearning for the ancestral lands and an uncritical admiration for the New China have grown like creepers in a belukar. (15) Such a state of mind and emotion, if unduly excited, can result in displays of excessive enthusiasm.

The Malaysian Government is aware of this problem and has pursued a policy of "controlled exposure" in the last two years. The Home Ministry under the late Dr. Ismail bin Abdul Rahman started to raise the lid on selected occasions. This practice is being continued by his successor, Ghazali bin Shafie (an ex-head of the Foreign Office). Malaysian traders visit Canton regularly, particularly during the trade fairs. Ping-pong and badminton players have played friendly matches at Peking, Shanghai and other Chinese cities. Doctors have toured hospitals and other medical institutions in China. At the same time, Chinese trade missions, ping-pong players and badminton stars have visited Malaysia. Chinese-made films on the Afro-Asian Table-Tennis championship in Peking, China's admission to the United Nations, the visits of Nixon and Tanaka to China and so on have been shown in Malaysian cinemas. Periodicals like China Pictorial and China Reconstructs now circulate freely within Malaysia.

As a result of such limited exposure, a more sophisticated appreciation of China is gaining ground within the Malaysian Chinese community. For instance, Malaysians who went to China with great expectations have returned with mixed feelings. They were impressed by the vigour and vitality of the Chinese economy but they noticed that the standard of living was still not high. Cinema-goers noticed that the Chinese delegate at the United Nations delivered his speech in a tone and manner unfamiliar to them. Sporting-fans saw that while the two top Chinese badminton stars in the men's singles were able to reach the world's highest standard of play, the others, including the ladies, lagged far behind them.

Whatever "over-reaction" there may be in the aftermath of diplomatic relations between Kuala Lumpur and Peking, it is safe to say that it will not last in the long-run. China has a big stake in Malaysia. Peking wants the rapprochement with the Malaysian Government in general and the Malays in particular to succeed so that it can prove to the Indonesian, Filipino and other governments which are preoccupied with the "Overseas Chinese" question that there are no valid grounds for anxiety and fear. In other words, China is not merely looking for reconciliation with Malaysia but is playing for a diplomatic scoop in the whole of South-East Asia. Therefore, Peking can be expected to help Kuala Lumpur bury whatever Overseas Chinese chauvinism there may still be in Malaysia.
2. Malaysian Hansard, Volume 5, Part 1, 21 August 1968. Rahman's statement was not well-timed because while he was speaking, Russian troops (without his knowledge) were making their way into Czechoslovakia to displace the Dubcek Government!
4. Ibid., p. 197.
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10. The guerrilla war in Colonial Malaya is officially dated back to June 1948 when a State of Emergency was declared; hence, the name "Emergency."
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14. "We (Lee Kong-chian and Chou En-lai) discussed the overseas Chinese in general, and Mr. Chou's advice to them was: 'Observe the local laws, orientate yourselves to local conditions, and be friendly with the local people'.

Mr. Chou observed that there was a small 'snag' over the assimilation of Chinese in Malaysia and Indonesia. He put it down to a question of religion. But he said that Islam is as good a religion as any other, although he himself was an atheist.

He felt therefore that this should not be too great an obstacle." Straits Times, 9 June 1965.
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In December 1965, at a time when Communist guerrilla insurgency in Thailand, aided by Peking and Hanoi, had begun to assume a more dangerous and—organizationally—a more solidified character, the Thai Government established the framework of what is by now the oldest and in some respects the most extensive formal counter-insurgency organization in South-East Asia, the so called Communist Suppression Operations Command (CSOC). Though formally replaced in June, 1969, by the Communist Prevention and Suppression Directorate, the original name and purpose of the organization—though not its initial structure—have remained in effect until this day. (1) The following pages, while noting some of the internal structural changes that have occurred over the years, will deal with CSOC as a single ongoing agency. Also, the emphasis in this discussion, it is to be remarked at the outset, will fall on organization and its problems, rather than on operational results.

CSOC’s proper name, it may be observed inter alia, has occasionally prompted discussion on a different score: an organization which boldly proclaims its “Communist Suppression” function in its name may well be viewed by some as insensitive to the public relations interest of the present age in which world leaders hail the demise of the Cold War and speak of co-operation rather than confrontation as the touchstone of new relations between the Communist and the non-Communist Powers. However, whatever the current state of euphoria in Big Power relations, there would seem to be some merit in recognizing that there is a serious Communist guerrilla movement in Thailand, of nearly a decade-long duration, committed ultimately to the destruction of its lawful government and the violent transformation of its society, and that any meaningful effort to combat that guerrilla movement ought not to begin with conceding one of the more successful psywar and propaganda ploys used by Communists over the years, namely that of making “anti-Communism” or “Communist Suppression” automatically into dirty words. There is, moreover, another reason for CSOC’s distinctive name. Under the terms of relevant Thai legislation, in particular the Anti-Communist Act of 1969, the Thai government is charged specifically with “Communist prevention and suppression” activities within the Kingdom, and with reporting such activities to the Thai parliament. CSOC’s name, therefore, complies with the language of the 1969 Act and attendant regulations.*

*See Editorial Note at end of article
While a complete history of the Thai insurgency falls outside the scope of these pages, any analysis of CSOC must consider something of the gradual unfolding and intensification of that insurgency, so as to emphasize that the agency emerged not by sudden political fiat but in response to what the Thai government perceived as a steadily increasing threat of foreign-supported domestic subversion. The early origins of the Thai Communist movement in the 1920s reveal significant Chinese influence. Since its official founding (on 1 December 1942), the Communist Party of Thailand (CPT) has periodically engaged both in covert infiltration and creation of political, trade union, and youth front groups as well as in "revolutionary armed struggle" (formally proclaimed at the Third CPT Congress in 1961), all the while sending cadres to China for indoctrination, and using training facilities in Laos and North Vietnam, and of the Malay terrorists. (2) CPT fortunes tended to rise and fall with those of the leftist Pridi Phanomyong who briefly had dominated Thai politics after the Second World War. Pridi, having lost out in a power struggle with anti-Communist civilian and military leaders in the later 1940s, has since 1954 been Peking's stalking horse and the front man of various Peking-sponsored, united front, efforts like the "Thailand Independence Movement" of the early 1960s. Since the sixties, also, official Thai concern over infiltration and assistance by the Pathet Lao forces across the border to a developing terrorism and guerrilla insurgency in north-East Thailand has sparked new government security drives. (3)

By this time CPT cadres had begun to develop an underground network of supporters as a base for future mobile guerrilla attacks on Government forces and infiltrations. The first attack occurred on 7 August 1965 at Tambon (township) Renu, in the Amphoe (district) of That Phanom, of Nakhon Phanom Province. A CPT spokesman subsequently boasted that the insurgency in the north-east began when Communist insurgents killed the leader of a police squad "which came to oppress the people". In 1962 a China (or North Vietnam) based clandestine radio transmitter, the "Voice of the People of Thailand" had begun its regular Mao-flavoured broadcasts denouncing the Bangkok government and in the next three years Peking-trained Thai Communists, nominally affiliated with various front organizations like the "Thailand Patriotic Front" and the "Anti-American Movement of Thailand", assumed control over sustained guerrilla operations, as well as over covert Communist recruiting drives backed by terrorism and intimidation in selected villages in the north-east. (4)

Over the years the number of Communist guerrillas, the quantity and sophistication of their weapons, and the influence, if not control, which they exercise over the Thai countryside has grown steadily. By November 1972, the number of insurgents was estimated to have increased by 10 per cent in the previous year, and totalled "7,700 full time armed guerrillas and three or four times that many village supporters". (5) The insurgency, recently described by one authoritative writer as "continual, gradual, worsening", has resulted in the establishment of "Communist organizational control over 150 or more north-east villages and a total population of perhaps 100,000", and although, as Thai government spokesmen have pointed out, there is probably no continuous CPT authority over a sufficiently large number of villages to the extent that one can begin to speak of a Communist "liberated area", even the Bangkok Press, on occasion, has reported, for example, that in the Nakhae district of Nakhon Phanom province some tambons "are under the control of Communist terrorists". (6) In the North there now came clashes with groups of guerrillas, using mortars, rocket grenades, and AK 47 automatic rifles, the type of weapons "one finds in elite North Vietnamese units in South Vietnam", and by January 1973, more than 3,000 Thai troops supported by fighter bombers and heavy artillery were engaged in operations against a 1,000-man guerrilla force in the mountains of Trang province. (7) The next month interrogation of three, top ranking, Hanoi-trained, Thai terrorists revealed that the guerrillas were encouraged by the so-called Vietnam ceasefire agreement and had decided upon a protracted campaign to bring the Thai countryside under Communist control within three years. (8)

Meanwhile, the Communist Chinese media continued to trumpet the "new victories" won by the guerrilla "patriotic armed forces", now described as the "people's liberation army", in their "repeated" ambushes of the Thai government "enemy troops". (9) In January 1973, a surrendered insurgent leader, the Meo tribesman
Layoing Sae Lipp, claimed that some 200 Chinese Army troops, specially trained in jungle warfare at Menghai, China, were now in Thailand helping the Thai guerrillas. (10) Whatever the dynamics of the current Sino-American or Soviet-American rapprochement, it is abundantly clear that Thailand’s insurgent problem, aggravated by Hanoi’s continuing campaign of dominance over the rest of Indo-China, and by Peking’s persistent support of Communist guerrilla movements throughout South-East Asia, does not appear to be lessening.

******

THE mission and purpose of CSOC have been defined in a number of documents and public statements over the years, and may be summarized as follows:

- to co-ordinate and direct the appropriate units of the Royal Thai armed forces, including Police, as well as certain offices of the ministries of the Royal Thai government, and the provincial and district level coordinating units, in a systematic campaign to prevent and combat all forms of Communist insurgency;

- to engage in a number of specific operations in furtherance of the above aim, including use of psychological warfare tactics, control over borders so as to prevent the influx of external assistance to the insurgents, and surveillance of local affairs so as to forestall disruption of normal life by Communists;

- to enhance the general sense of security and well-being of the Thai citizenry, also by promoting and coordinating a number of welfare and community-oriented services.

From its inception the main strategic assumption under which CSOC has operated is that the insurgency is not merely a localized contemporary form of the ancient South-East Asian problem of organized dacoity, but rather that it has as its aim the establishment and eventual triumph of a Communist-controlled counter-government in Thailand. Hence CSOC has never been merely concerned with preserving public security, but rather with integrating any security struggle with the promotion and retention of civil loyalty to the existing Thai public and social order.

The CPM concept, i.e. co-operation between civil agencies, military, and police, has therefore been the tactical cornerstone of this concern, and over the years has given birth to two simultaneous techniques which may perhaps be designated as “militarizing the civilians” and “civilianizing the military.”

By the former is meant creation of paramilitary units such as the erstwhile “Volunteer Defence Corps”, “People’s Assistance Teams” (modelled on the Vietnamese experience) and, in Ubon Province at one time, the “Village Protection Teams”. Additionally “Village Security Officers” and so-called “Census Aspiration” personnel (concerned with inquiring into and reporting the grievances and hopes of villagers to the governor’s office), could sometimes be considered as a part of this para-militarization process.

Most of these units or personnel categories are no longer operational, their function having been taken over by different organizations with an identical mission. Yet today the 12-man “Village Security Team” (VST), based on the CPM principle that encompasses civilian integration with the police and military in counter-insurgency, remains basic to the whole CSOC function. Led by two skilled police officers, the remainder of the 12-man VST are civilian volunteers. The VSTs, now numbering over 600, are charged with surveillance and security in their immediate rural areas, and operate under the so-called Operations and Co-ordination Centres of their respective Districts. The civilian District Officers have ultimate responsibility for maintaining liaison also in VST operations with the CSOC branches at the provincial level. However, though the provincial CSOC’s are headed by the provincial governor who coordinates various government services in the counter-insurgency effort, security operations are directed by the regional Army headquarters. Civil and military personnel, in overlapping functions, thus structure the local para-military performance. But actual attacks on the insurgents usually involve units of the armed forces, police, or the Border Patrol Police (a special unit of the national police force).

The “civic action” function of the military has been quite common in South-East Asian countries for more than a decade and Thailand is no exception. “Civilianizing the military” has been one means of identifying soldiers more
closely with villagers through various public projects and welfare services. Perhaps the best known instance of this aspect of Thai counter-insurgency was the Mobile Defence Units (MDU), which began operating in 1962 in the north-east. While quite successful, on the whole, the MDU programme began to be phased out in 1971 and has by now ceased to exist, although Thai military remain extensively involved in technical and development services supervised by other Thai government departments (like the Department of Local Administration in the Interior Ministry) in connexion with the counter-insurgency effort. The MDUs operated directly under the National Security Command headed by the Prime Minister, just as CSOC itself functions under the ultimate supervision of the Prime Minister's Office. The MDU's basic purpose was to win and strengthen the villagers' loyalty to the Thai government through construction projects and social services. Concurrently, the MDUs, divided into smaller Mobile Development Teams and operating from a main and from various "sub-development" base areas in a province, might gather intelligence, as well as engage on rare occasions in counter-guerrilla strikes.

Initially an MDU, as it moved into a changwat (province), for example Nakhon Phanom or Kalasin, numbered about 120 men, mostly construction and special service troops. Later the local unit strength would vary, depending on the programme of activity. In retrospect the MDU's services seem to have been surprisingly wide, ranging from the building of roads, bridges, wells, dams, water storage, schools, libraries and recreational facilities, to distribution of informational materials on national history, government, and culture, as well as on crop improvement and elimination of parasites, and the vaccination and inoculation of humans and livestock. The average length of stay of an MDU in a given area was about six to eight months, and from the start close co-operation between MDU commanders and local civil officials was envisaged.

Though the MDU concept had its critics, especially among foreign observers ("hit and run development programmes never win lasting friends", as one American AID—Agency for International Development—official put it to me) there is little question that the programme, on balance, was quite beneficial, particularly if viewed from the psychological "civic action" perspective. After all, when one confronts a well organized Communist insurgency situation there is perhaps no greater danger than that of the growth of alienation between government security forces and the local civilian population. To foster such alienation is a major insurgent aim, to prevent it is the objective of "civic action", and while it would be premature to assess now the effects of the MDU on the whole insurgency problem in Thailand one can say that the MDU programme contributed to preventing in the Kingdom the kind of conspicuous estrangement in relations between government, military and the citizenry which existed, for example, in China during the 1940s, or in Cambodia in the past year. The gradual abandonment of the MDU concept appears to have been related in part to one of the persistent problems that runs through the whole Thai counter-insurgency experience, and that is how to balance and accommodate different (and frequently jealous) government departments and services in a joint action programme. Simply, the role of the military in rural development as performed by the MDU tended to overlap that of other government services in a changwat.

* * * * * * *

Especially since 1969 a greater effort has been made to define the role of various Royal Thai government services as cooperating but distinctive units in the counter-insurgency programme, providing co-ordination from the top, so to speak through the CSOC command structure at the national headquarters, as well as at the provincial and district levels.

On the one hand, this has meant increasing reliance on the provincial CSOCs which, headed by the provincial governors, implement the CPM (civilian, police, military) concept by bringing to bear in each changwat the technical and welfare services of the Thai government apparatus, whether military or civilian. At the amphoe (district level) similar command co-ordination is attempted through the previously named District Operations and Co-ordination Centres headed by the district officers who supervise the "rice roots" operations of the "Village Security Teams" (see above). On the other hand, co-ordination from the top has tended to en-
courage the ministries and departments of the Royal Thai Government to develop agencies and services that can be specifically related to a counter-insurgency programme. Of necessity the divisions of the Ministry of Interior have been particularly involved in this development, but they have by no means been the only ones. Thus, over the years, the Interior Ministry elaborated on its Community Development Office specifically in conjunction with the government’s overall counter-insurgency effort (providing training for village leaders, as well as construction of public facilities), initiated a rather short-lived “Developing Democracy Programme”, (political education of the villagers), expanded the scope of the Border Patrol Police (the Thai National Police Department falls under the Ministry of Interior), and of other police and surveillance functions, and so on. The Prime Minister’s Office, however, developed the so-called “Accelerated Rural Development” programme (concerned with improving water supplies, cleaning of land and other services to farmers), the Ministry of Public Health expanded its concern with rural health centres, the anti-malaria drive and potable water projects, while yet other government departments have concentrated on development of electric power, irrigation facilities, farmers’ co-operatives, and soon.

No doubt motivated in large part by the intent of making the counter-insurgency effort a truly national one, involving the whole panoply of government services, (as well as by sensitivity to bureaucratic jealousy), this particular kind of counter-insurgency structuring process has produced needless functional overlapping and a plethora of official agencies probably in excess of the limited resources that could be expended by the government. It is here that we touch on what is perhaps the greatest weakness of the Thai counter-insurgency programme, i.e. in the words of one recent report, the spawning of “a bewildering range of counter-insurgency group teams and units, all neatly tagged and initialed in the American style.”(11)

A few examples, from past and present, may perhaps suffice. Most specialists on counter-insurgency are agreed on the priority of creating a viable, “rice-roots” paramilitary force, so as to (1) heighten direct village involvement in the peasant’s own security, and (2) supplement the intelligence gathering and tactical operations of regular military and police. Of all dimensions of effective counter-insurgency, none can be said to exceed the importance of developing the prestige and continuity of the local para-military force. A glance at the Thai experience, however, suggests that this principle has unfortunately not always been applied with the consistency it deserves; indeed, it is difficult to resist the notion that today the village para-military are the stepchild of the Thai counter-insurgency operation. There have been constant administrative and leadership changes over the years in the para-military organizational structure: among the predecessors of the VSTs today there have been such groups as the Village Protection Teams, Village Security Force, People’s Assistance Teams, and the Volunteer Defence Corps (which at one point, in the later ’sixties had some 4,000 men under arms in more than 200 villages), not to mention the special para-military volunteer groups organized by a few District Operations and Coordination Centres as the need arose.

In the past some volunteer forces were paid; VST personnel today are not. Some local Army commanders and provincial governors have encouraged the para-military concept; others have not. Since so much of the CSOC operation, whether at the national or the changwat and amphoe levels, is of a co-ordinating nature, the agency, by itself, is obviously limited in intervening effectively and directly in VST organization and operations. As the Thai government has increasingly recognized the urgency of the terrorist problem so an overhaul of the structure of its para-military force requires priority attention.

In Thailand’s counter-insurgency organizational web the spinning of ever-new bureaucratic enclaves has, then, been an abiding problem. Some of the bureaucratic entities demonstrated their worth (like the Accelerated Rural Development programme and its co-ordinating committee structure, or some of the psywar services developed directly by CSOC), even though they were subsequently superseded by a new organizational structure. But other bodies, still extant, leave one with unanswered questions.

Accumulation and swift dissemination of intelligence is critical to effective counter-insurgency, and this principle is of course well
understood throughout the Thai programme. But looking at the present imposing intelligence system in the broad CSOC operational context — from the Intelligence Division in the Operations and Co-ordinating Centre at CSOC headquarters, through the same headquarters’ Intelligence Advisory Committee, the Intelligence Section of the CSOC Interrogation Centre, the intelligence units of the three regional Army headquarters and of the Fifth Military Circle, the Technical Air Intelligence service of the Direct Air Support Centres (DASC) of the Army Area Forwards, the Joint Security Centre whose intelligence functions also come under cognizant regional Army headquarters, and onwards to such incidental or directed intelligence functions performed at the changwat and amphoe CSOC levels and by the Border Police — all this makes one wonder a little just how well, in fact, its many operational layers can reasonably be expected to function.

* * *

THE history of CSOC suggests that in its first two years, when the insurgency problem was not as severe, the agency probably had a good deal more initiating and direct control over in-the-field counter-insurgency operations than is the case today. This was undoubtedly facilitated by the circumstance that the CSOC Commander then was concurrently also the Thai Deputy Prime Minister and the Army’s Commander-in-Chief, and that his deputies represented the National Police Department, and the Interior and Defence Ministries. As the CSOC command structure solidified, the problem of its relationship with the Army became ever more acute. Nominally, CSOC, at this time, had control over Army operations in a counter-insurgency context; in reality such control never functioned well, not least because of certain rivalries and because CSOC found it different to call on needed logistical assistance from the rest of the Army for such Army units as functioned under its supervision. CSOC, under the circumstances, would either have had to develop its own complete “Army” organization — precarious political move — or a new arrangement with the Royal Thai armed forces establishment would have to be worked out. A decision was made in the course of 1967 in favour, essentially, of the latter choice. By October of that year actual military operations against the insurgents in the northeastern part of the country were formally left with the Second Army, and by the end of 1967 anti-guerrilla action in the North became the responsibility of the Third Army. These changes (formalized, as has been indicated at the beginning of this paper, by the alteration of CSOC’s name to “Communist Prevention and Suppression Directorate”) made CSOC essentially a co-ordinating and planning agency with the Royal Thai Army acting as an autonomous but co-operating operational arm insofar as counter-insurgency is concerned.

In view of the heavy preponderance of Army personnel in the CSOC command structure, the functional changes made in CSOC since 1967 may seem at first blush to have meant little. But unquestionably these changes did leave CSOC increasingly at the mercy of Army commanders as well as the participating personnel of the civil administration and of other government departments. One need not necessarily be influenced by guarded references by qualified observers that in this particular province a governor actively encourages CSOC, while his colleague, in an adjacent province, is much less enthusiastic, nor by the self-serving remarks of CSOC personnel that the agency “needs more authority”(12), to conclude that along with the problems posed by the multiplicity of other bureaucratic services concerned with counter-insurgency CSOC’s lack of independent operational power, on occasion, probably tends to make it a good deal less effective than it might and should be.

* * *

MEANWHILE, in its co-ordinating role, CSOC has been spinning out a number of “operational concepts” and broad tactical plans, dealing with improvements in village security, integration of the vulnerable hilltribes, reorganization of local administration, and so on. It is difficult to determine whether these plans, or any aspect of them, which are after all part of one of the agency’s major implicit functions, have been seriously considered or implemented by other branches of the Thai government. On the other hand, the data amassed by CSOC on Communist insurgent recruitment tactics over
the years remains invaluable and has been readily available to other cognizant government services. These data have stressed the cautious, deliberate, and gradually expanding methods of the insurgents' contact with and influence over their village targets. Because of the significance of these data, the accumulation of which has been a significant function of CSOC, they may perhaps be briefly described here.

Beginning with seemingly innocuous visits of Communist cadres to village relatives or friends, sometimes to perform useful functions as peddlers or skilled healers, then again to settle permanently as farmers or craftsmen, the target village becomes subject to a steady, low-key, propagandizing campaign, focussed on a variety of subjects, such as the plight of the poorer peasants or tenants, and of the young, due to alleged government neglect. Sometimes even a prominent local personage or two is won over who can lend prestige to the cadres' politicization effort. The fruit of this campaign is expected to become evident in two ways: firstly in the recruitment of (usually young) neophytes who are then sent to camps in Communist-controlled Laos, North Vietnam, or even China, for further training, subsequently to return as organizers or guerrillas for the Communist cause, and secondly, in the development, within the village, tambon, or amphoe, of cell-like "Progressive Masses" and similar front organizations, directed by seasoned cadres. The final step is the formation of a village CPT committee, which begins to function, in effect, as a counter-government, and which becomes responsible for systematic guerrilla activity, intimidation, taxation, and so on.

A pamphlet recently published by the South East Asia Treaty Organization, and distributed by it and CSOC, contains the autobiography of Bunkong Toemsuk, a peasant from Ubon province who, wishing to become a doctor, was enticed through a party cadre to leave his village to go to North Vietnam in hopes of getting medical training, but instead was put in a camp for future guerrilla fighters and, having become disillusioned, subsequently surrendered to government authorities upon his return to Thailand. (13) Bunkong Toemsuk's story parallels that of other Thai who were recruited by the Communists and who were also sent for training in North Vietnam, Laos, or China (see again the Thai government's "White Book" on Communist insurgency, cited in note 2 above) and it focusses attention on CSOC operations with respect to Communist defectors and prisoners.

The CSOC Interrogation Centre, headed by a senior official of the Special Branch (Political) of the Criminal Investigation Department of the national police, appears to have a principal, though not exclusive, responsibility for questioning defectors and prisoners, and for disseminating information that has been gathered to other agencies. In general, co-operative defectors and prisoners (and there appear to be few that are not!) can count on leniency and a good chance at rehabilitation. But considering the relative frequency of defection and of instances of rehabilitation, it is surprising to see how little use is actually made of recanting and penitent former insurgents in the local propaganda or psywar campaigns of CSOC-directed or affiliated agencies. Instances, for example, in which defectors have been taken on tour through village areas to tell their story, and to answer questions, or in which they have participated in specific psywar operations, are not as regular and numerous as they deserve to be. The reasons are not altogether clear, but, again, jurisdictional rivalry and overlapping of the different government agencies involved in the whole Thai counter-insurgency effort appear to be major factors.

* * * * *

By the middle of 1973 the wide-ranging, insurgent units in Thailand, greatly buoyed by the advance of Communist forces in neighbouring Laos and Cambodia during the previous months, appeared to be moving toward still greater organizational consolidation in a single Tap Plod Ak Prathe t Vwi ("Thai Liberation Army"). This development seemed to run parallel to CPT attempts to create a more or less cohesive counter or "shadow" government in sections of the north-east. (14) It is easy to dismiss CPT claims of the scope of this Communist counter-government as greatly exaggerated. In the north and north-east, with frequent military patrolling, close attention to strangers that appear in villages, improvement in government public services in previously neglected regions, the hold which such a local Communist
"counter-government" can have, seems tenuous indeed. The fact remains, however, that despite its (present!) weakness the mere appearance of a co-ordinated CPT "counter-government" marks a significant new level of operations in the Thai insurgency—it would not have been thought of five, or even three years ago.

The structure of this "counter-government" clearly is an extension of that at the village level which earlier CSOC reports on Communist recruitment and organizational development had revealed. Thus, beyond the village CPT committee, there have now been developed amphoe and changwat level party committees, with their own executive secretaries and other Party officials charged with agitation and propaganda, liaison with the "Liberation" forces, and so on. The Party committees particularly have coordinating responsibilities in two fields. The first field comprises the "Progressive Masses", "Patriotic", and other front organizations, the establishment of which (as has been described) was, and is, a major initial cadre effort at the village level, but the expansion of which, through district and provincial level fronts, is now being implemented by the CPT. The second field is the systematization and control over the "Liberation Army", from the village level and its Communist "Village Defence" force (Noi Tahan Prjam Ban—Norjobol) on up to district and province level units. Among the latter are the floating Communist militia (Noi Tahan Prjam Thin—Norpatol) operating independently of or, as occasion demands, in conjunction with the Norjobol.

Today the Thai insurgency is clearly—to use Chinese Communist parlance—"walking on two legs". This means that the CPT is developing a formal, well disciplined and well armed military arm, increasingly capable of fighting set-piece battles (as in the case of previously mentioned operations in Trang province, in January 1973, when more than 3,000 Thai troops, supported by fighter bombers and artillery battled some 1,000 Communists) (15) as well as a civilian infrastructure composed of Party front group complexes in various areas. Gradually, CSOC and other government operations against the insurgents, which now are still identified by geographically distinct sections—the North, the North-East, and the South—will require greater co-ordination as "Liberation Army" units themselves begin to link up and tactically co-ordinate their activities to a growing degree. The long-term perspective of the "walking on two legs" strategy had already been revealed by the CSOC on 20 February 1973, as a Communist attempt to take over the Thai countryside within three years by means of a campaign that will place increasing emphasis on propaganda and indoctrination and that will make use of the so-called cease-fire agreement on Vietnam. (16)

The time element (three years) is significant: particularly in the new climate of Big Power relations following President Nixon's diplomatic initiatives the time factor in the CPT take-over programme is obviously designed not only to soothe possible apprehensions among Thai allies, like the U.S., and capitalize on an expected growing American desire for international disengagement, but it is also directed toward the emergence of an anticipated, more accommodating attitude toward People's China and Communism generally in Thailand itself. Considering, too, the current restiveness in Thai student circles—a standard and easily exploited source of radicalizing influence in society—and its implications for domestic politics in the future*, then the question arises just how Thai decision-makers today conceive of the future of their nation's counter-insurgency programme. When one views individual elements or correlated features of that programme, e.g. the resettlement of the Northern hilltribes, or the rural development programme in the North-East, or the efforts to integrate alienated Thai Muslims in the South, successes can be relatively easily pinpointed. The number of roads built, of wells dug, of co-operatives established, of new settlers now cultivating once virgin land, of schools and clinics opened, of Muslims incorporated in government services, of psywar leaflets distributed, of terrorists killed, captured or surrendered, of villages reclaimed from CPT control—all these and more can give a promising, quantitatively based, prognosis of the Thai Communist problem.

*This article was completed before student demonstrations on 14-15 October 1973 forced the resignation of the Government of Field Marshal Thanom Kittakachorn and his exile and that the Deputy Prime Minister and Colonel Narong Kittakachorn. The effective participation of students within Thai domestic politics, however, by no means invalidates the argument that some student circles could be prey to exploitation (17) (Ed.).
But there are unsolved imponderables that go beyond evaluating the proper means of, say, integrating the Northern Meos in the agriculture of the border provinces, or of preventing technical improvements in the north-east from benefiting mainly the rich producers. (18) These imponderables have to do with the overall perception by the Thai government of the insurgency's role in foreign relations, specifically as regards People's China and North Vietnam, with the rivalry and dysfunctions between bureaucratic and other interest groups in the Thai polity (19), not to mention the pressure from influential families and the religious establishment in relation to them, and with the resources that can be allocated both in terms of manpower and treasure to a sustained counter-insurgency campaign. Despite all its experience and organizational innovating there remains something unfinished, something not wholly committed, about the present Thai counter-insurgency effort. In view of the widening terrorist problem in Thailand today, and its international regional implications, one must hope that more complete commitment to the eradication of the problem will not be too long delayed.

---

Editorial note: Bangkok Post reported on 23 September 1973 that the then Thai Government was drafting a comprehensive internal security law to replace the Anti-Communist Act of 1969 and amend laws governing association, the Press, schools and labour. The newspaper's Editor-in-Chief, Theh Chongkhadikij, wrote that CSOS "is considered a ready-made institution" to ensure internal security under the new law. It might be expanded, he wrote, "to handle all types of armed violence in addition to the Communist insurgency" and to approach the triple problem of bad officials, poverty and Communist activity "with a package solution".
Notes and References

1. The Thai term to designate CSOC is Kong Amnuay-korn Pongkan Prabpram Communist, perhaps best translated as "Organization for the Prevention and Suppression of Communism".


12. Ibid.

13. Bunkong Toemsuk, Why I Left the Terrorists (Published by SEATO, Bangkok).


15. With more sustained operations casualties will mount. On 4 May 1973 the Malaysian national news agency Bernama reported from Bangkok that during operations against the terrorists, ending 27 April, Thai government forces had "suffered the biggest loss in the history of terrorist suppression" in a single week (16 killed and 25 wounded).


19. A recent example of such bureaucratic conflict delaying the counter-insurgency effort was the government's Forestry Department's recent clash with CSOC over conversion of forest reserve lands into hilltribe settlement areas in Tak province. For the success of CSOC's programme here expansion of settlement areas seems essential. See Bangkok Post, 28 May 1973.
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